Julius Firmicus Maternus Aldine Edition Scriptores
a roman astrologer as a historical source: julius firmicus ... - mathesis of julius firmicus maternus as a specific
instance of how an astrological treatise may be utilized as a historical source. firmi- ... aldine text. the references
throughout this article are to the page and line of kroll-skutsch; the second fascicle has recently been published. ...
a bibliography on the kepler manuscript and its contexts - julius firmicus maternus and the aldine edition of
the scriptores astronomici veteres / by carey s. bliss ; with an original leaf printed by aldus manutius at venice in
1499. los angeles : kenneth karmiole, bookseller, 1981. ucsc spec coll z239 .r43 1981 bouche-leclercq, auguste,
1842-1923. guide to the marlene lipinski collection - columbia college chicago digital commons @ columbia
college chicago finding aids college archives & special collections 8-28-2017 guide to the marlene lipinski
collection carey s. bliss and leslie e. bliss papers - pdf.oaclib - articles: julius firmicus maternus and the aldine
edition of the scriptores astronomici veteres (approximately 1938-1975) folder hia 34.35.1.9 articles: joseph
moxon [undated] folder hia 34.35.1.10 articles: typefounding in the united states (approximately 1941) folder hia
34.35.1.11 correspondence: lewis & dorothy allen (1957-1985) folder hia ... early european star maps rd.springer - in 1499 the aldine press published a book entitled scriptores astronomici veteres ..., which was a
collection of classic texts related to astrology and included works by julius firmicus maternus, marcus manilius,
aratus solensis, and proclus. library and information history group newsletter - including the aldine edition of
julius firmicus maternusÃ¢Â€Â™s astronomicorum libri octo (venice, 1499), and abÃ…Â« maÃŠÂ¿shar,
introductorium in astronomiam (augsburg: erhard ratdolt, 1489). one of the things that makes hooke such a
fascinating case-study in seventeenth century bibliography
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